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At SLE we have created a solution having the wellbeing of the young generation
in mind. From now on schools will benefit from the most comfortable, energyconscious lighting of the latest technology every day.

By old classroom lighting equipped with inefficient T8 luminaires, our children
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are daily exposed to visual discomfort, and, due to the unbalanced distribution
of brightness they are even in danger of long-term vision damage. On the other
hand, inefficient lighting technology accounts for 50 to 70% of the electricity
bill in school buildings.

Improve the learning environment with modern school lighting that was
designed specifically for classrooms, fully complies with standards and at the
same time minimizes power consumption and CO2 emission. The long lifetime
luminaires guarantee low maintenance costs and the light management system
provides automatic control. Choose lighting with extraordinary efficacy, great
light quality, and both direct and indirect light distribution for ultimate comfort.

Welcome to Modern Light in Schools by SLE.

CONCEPT

100%

EXPERTISE

LIGHT DISTRIBUTION
The bright and uniform illumination of
both horizontal and vertical surfaces in the
classroom is the basis for optimal learning
conditions. This facilitates the adaptation
process of the eye between the task area
and the environment. Ambient light aimed
towards the ceiling helps in increasing
alertness and improving performance as well.
Our solution provides excellent light quality,
while the suspended luminaires distribute the
light efficiently without glare.

Evening: direct and indirect light aids the ability to
concentrate when there is no daylight

ENERGY SAVING
The LED solution combined with presence
and daylight detectors increases the savings
potential to the maximum.

An attractive way to save energy

Morning: sensors dim the lighting to utilise
daylight and save energy

Break time: switching off lights automatically
when the classroom is empty can reach up to
50% savings

BENEFITS

100%

MOTIVATION AND PRODUCTIVITY
Suspended LED luminaires provide great

EFFECTIVE

visual comfort for task areas. With both direct
and indirect light distribution the solution
enlarges and brightens the classroom space,
thus eliminates the so-called cave effect. The

The illuminance of surrounding areas and

result is an improved learning environment

the ceiling ensures the adequate and uniform

that has a positive effect on motivation and

luminance distribution in the field of vision

performance.

both for the teacher and the pupils.

ASYMMETRIC
BLACKBOARD LIGHTING
The blackboard area utilizes asymmetric
LED lighting for good vertical illumination.
To provide maximum uniformity, luminaires
specifically developed for lighting vertical
surfaces are implemented along the board
with an optimal light level of 500 lux. Push
button enables the comfortable control of the
board lighting.

Create an inspiring learning space
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CONTROL SYSTEM

100%

SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY
To maximize efficiency, sensors are implemented

INDEPENDENT

in the solution by including a master luminaire
in each lighting line. Thanks to the built-in
presence detectors the system automatically
turns on when someone enters the room and,
to eliminate unnecessary lighting hours, the

A fully automatic control system is implemented

system switches off automatically when there is

that ensures the 500 lux constant illumination

no movement for a certain period of time. Light

level. The control unit manages a DALI-based

intensity sensor sets up the optimal light level,

plug-and-play control system. Push button

adjusting it in accordance with the available

enables turning the lights on and off when

natural light.

needed.
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Benefit from the absolute
adaptability of the system
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